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Abstract.  The German Equator-S spacecraft provided long duration, low latitude coverage of the dawn-side
magnetopause and adjacent magnetosheath. We document 131 magnetopause crossings from 31 orbits, giving
coverage from 06:00 to 10:40 LT and exhibiting a wide range of local magnetic shear. The Tsyganenko model
field is used routinely to assist identification and in categorising the crossings. The apogee of the spacecraft
remains close to the magnetopause for mean solar wind pressure. Consequently, magnetosheath intervals often
extending several hours are observed, many containing a high number of crossings. For most encounters, a well
ordered, tangential (draped) magnetosheath field is observed; 30% containing extended intervals of strong
mirror signatures. The occurrence of the crossings is summarised and locations are found to compare well to
predicted boundary positions using observed, upstream solar wind IMF and pressure values; some
corresponding to unusually high solar wind ram pressure.  Other crossing characteristics have also been
analysed, such as boundary normals. Although these are broadly consistent with fitted, model magnetopause
orientations, they typically lie sun-ward of these, suggesting a blunter magnetopause shape in this region than
predicated.  No strong evidence is found of large deviations in local boundary orientations, possibly consistent
with the highly draped magnetosheath field configuration.

1. Introduction
The Equator-S spacecraft was launched on 2nd December 1997,
with subsequent operations providing good coverage of the dawn-
side magnetopause and adjacent magnetosheath until the end of
March 1998.  The spacecraft was placed into an inertial, eccentric,
near-equatorial orbit on 11th December 1997, having an apogee
height of ~10.6RE (500x67300km), initially oriented towards
~10:40 LT at the start of science operations (see Figure 2).  Other
spacecraft have traversed this region, notably ISEE1/2 and AMPTE
IRM/UKS, but published data from these missions have often
concentrated on the sub-solar region and dusk-side [e.g. Berchem
and Russell, 1982, Russell, 1995, Paschmann et al. 1985, 1986,
Phan and Paschmann, 1995].  Moreover, both the ISEE and
AMPTE-IRM/UKS spacecraft had larger apogees, resulting in the
fast traversal of the magnetopause region compared to Equator-S.
AMPTE/CCE also covered the dawn-side magnetosphere in an
orbit similar, to that of Equator-S but with a smaller apogee. As a
consequence, the CCE generally remained within the
magnetosphere when on the flanks and published crossings of the
magnetopause are predominantly limited to the sub-solar region,
within an hour of local noon [e.g. Anderson and Fuselier, 1993].

By contrast, the Equator-S orbit provided extended coverage
down to 06:00 LT of the dawn-side, inner magnetosheath close to
the magnetopause during average or compressed magnetospheric
conditions (typically corresponding to dynamic pressures of ~1.5-4
nPa).  Here, we catalogue all observed traversals across the
magnetopause and note the local and solar wind conditions
associated with each.  Often, the encounters produced a large
number of multiple crossings, and extended intervals in the
boundary region (a few to several hours on occasions).  We

identify unusual encounters by virtue of high dynamic pressure or
particular magnetosheath characteristics.  We also compare the
positions of the main crossings to predicted boundary locations.
Furthermore, we routinely compare results of boundary normal
analysis to expected orientation and to indicate tangential
alignment of the magnetic field through the crossings.

2. Magnetopause identification
The data used for this study were taken by the magnetic field

experiment (MAM), which provided data from 16th December
1997 onward. The experiment consisted of two pairs of flux-gate
magnetometers, positioned on two opposing 1.8m booms, each
located at, and 50cm inward, from the boom ends. The instruments
measure in four ranges between 250 and 64,000nT at 16 bit digital
resolution.  At nominal telemetry rate, the instruments are capable
of providing high time resolution DC magnetic field data up to 128
Hz, when data from only one magnetometer on the boom are
telemetered to ground.  Use of both magnetometers reduces the
data rate to 64 Hz, but allows cross calibration between the sensors.
Since a feature of the mission was operation at a high spin rate,
processed, spin averaged data at ~1.5 sec resolution were employed
for the current study. (Note that the spin rate was reduced from 50
rpm to about 40 rpm during the mission.)

Although the ion composition data (ICI), and energetic particle
data (EPI) were also taken from mid February and mid January,
1998, respectively, at the time of this report MAM is the only
calibrated data set available routinely during the whole of this early
phase of the mission. All crossings have therefore been identified
only by the magnetic field data, but assisted by use of the
Tsyganenko and Usmanov [1987], Tsyganenko [1989] model field.
This provides a number of comparative features, as shown by
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Figure 1 which illustrates the first magnetopause encounters.
Firstly, the model trace provides a background configuration for
the magnetospheric field which can better reveal different field
orientations in the magnetosheath; at least for high shear events,
best identified by sharp changes in field orientation alone.
Secondly, it provides a nominal value for the field intensity near
the magnetopause with which to compare magnetospheric state.

In the crossings observed here, the magnetospheric field
generally lies close to the model field orientation, while the
magnetosphere is often in a magnetically compressed state, with a
greater than nominal field magnitude at the magnetopause.
Discontinuities in the magnetosheath of solar wind origin can
usually be distinguished from true magnetopause crossings by
comparison to the model field. Only a few low shear crossings
were observed and these have been identified more approximately
by changes in field magnitude, or an enhancement of magnetic
variance. A problem with identification in the absence of a strong
discontinuity is the risk of confusion with any boundary layer
signature. Typically, the magnetosheath field often exhibited
distinctive characteristics, such as mirror mode waves (further
analysed in Lucek et al. [submitted to GRL]), which differ from
those of the magnetosphere and make miss-identification unlikely.

Figure 1 shows the magnetic field orientation and magnitude in
GSE co-ordinates for both the measured (dark trace) and T87
model (dashed trace) magnetic field (at Kp=1-/1+).  The field
orientation is defined by θ, the latitude, and φ, defined positive
from XGSE.  This early event, corresponding to above average solar
wind pressures (Pram~2.9 nPa) and southward Bz

IMF, shows good
agreement with the model field in orientation and only a small
difference in magnitudes (the T89 model gives a similar
comparison). Most crossings show large field rotations, although a
number of partial crossings are apparent (at 17:09, 17:13, 17:37,
17:41 and 17:47 UT).
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Figure 1.  The first observed magnetosheath excursion; given as an
example of the identification, using the model field (dashed trace).
The magnetic field is expressed in GSE polar co-ordinates.

3. Survey of crossings: occurrence and location
A survey through the complete data set provided by MAM

revealed a total of 31 orbits, from 16th December 1997 to 5th March
1998, which each contained at least one clear magnetopause
traversal into or out of the magnetosheath. Two further orbits
contain signatures which are not clearly magnetopause traversals,

since they occurred during a crossing of the dawn-side, tail current
sheet, close to 06:00 geographic LT. Figure 2 shows the locations
of 131 events, representing complete or partial crossings, projected
into the X,YGSE plane. The corresponding projected spacecraft
orbits for each magnetopause pass are also superimposed to
indicate occurrence and extent of the coverage achieved.  Since the
orbit is equatorial, it is inclined in GSE, apogee lying above the
plane with all passes having a similar apogee height at ~4.5-4.8RE.
Individual crossings lie at varying heights above the plane in ZGSE
(as listed in Table 1), but range only between 2.9-4.8RE, depending
on position around the orbit. Since this represents only a small
range of crossing heights, simple projection in X,YGSE can visually
demonstrate crossing locations relative to model boundaries.

Table1:  Properties of main magnetopause crossings 

Date UT LT z (B/Bm)2 Kp Pram IMF MPshear PMP MSH ordering #

16/12/97 17 22 00 9:39 3.57 1.44 1 2.9 south 180 -3 Y sunward m* 10

18/12/97 14 27 00 9:38 3.61 1.69 0+ 2.7 Parker 90 2.3 poor-n 1

19/12/97 14 13 00 9:52 4.02 1.00 1- 1.8 Parker 140 1.8 sunward 5

20/12/97 08 53 00 9:03 2.86 1.96 1 4.5 south 180 -5 Y m 1

21/12/97 08 31 00 9:19 3.40 1.44 1- 3.3 Parker 170 3 Y sunward m 3

22/12/97 06 34 00 9:12 3.30 1.96 1- 4.2 radial 170 3.2 m 6

23/12/97 10 50 00 10:18 4.48 1.00 0+ 1.8 Parker 90 -1 Y m 6

24/12/97 08 04 00 10:02 4.43 1.00 1 1.8 south 170 1.8 Y poor-n 1

25/12/97 08 26 00 10:23 4.49 1.00 0+ 2.2 radial 40 2 Y sunward 5

28/12/97 05 05 00 10:37 4.33 1.44 0 3.1 Parker 30 3.3 Y sunward 2

2/1/98 13 06 00 9:08 4.23 1.00 2 1.6 south 130 -1 Y 1

3/1/98 11 36 00 9:07 4.24 1.00 1+ 1.3 south 160 -1 Y sunward 4

4/1/98 10 33 00 9:12 4.40 1.56 1- 2.0 south 80 -1 Y 4

4/1/98 14 14 00 9:55 4.52 1.20 2- 10.8 south 30 -3 Y sunward 1

6/1/98 04 36 00 8:35 3.41 2.25 4 3.2 perp 130 3 Y sunward m 3

6/1/98 05 52 00 8:51 4.19 1.44 4 3.1 south 160 2 Y m 5

6/1/98 10 24 00 9:43 4.57 2.00 0 2.0 perp 90 2.1 sunward 2

7/1/98 11 32 00 10:22 4.10 4.00 4- 4.9 perp 90 5 Y sunward 5

8/1/98 08 37 00 9:58 4.31 2.56 2 2.9 north 50 3.2 Y sunward m 3

8/1/98 11 03 00 10:43 3.69 5.00 3- 11.5 south 80 11 4

9/1/98 07 30 00 10:05 4.27 1.98 2+ 3.1 south 70 -5 Y m 1

10/1/98 03 35 00 9:30 4.59 1.00 2 2.6 Parker 90 2.2 Y sunward 5

22/1/98 23 51 00 8:00 4.45 1.00 1 2.6 Parker 170 2.6 Y sunward 2

23/1/98 03 59 00 8:47 4.66 1.00 1 2.6 Parker 170 2.6 Y 10

24/1/98 21 14 00 8:02 4.57 1.00 2 2.1 radial 120 2 Y sunward m 5

30/1/98 14 37 00 8:25 4.67 1.00 4- 3.3 south 180 3 Y sunward m 1

1/2/98 05 46 00 7:14 4.28 5.37 3- 8.2 radial 0 +5 Y sunward m 2

1/2/98 08 02 00 7:41 4.68 2.83 3- 4.7 radial 30 +5 sunward 2

2/2/98 08 12 00 8:00 4.76 1.73 1 2.0 north 30 +5 sunward 1

5/2/98 22 17 00 7:10 4.44 2.83 1 4.2 Parker 40 4.2 Y sunward 3

7/2/98 19 15 00 7:09 4.61 3.00 1 4.0 Parker 100 4 Y sunward 5

7/2/98 21 25 00 7:34 4.78 1.73 1 3.1 Parker 110 3 Y sunward m 5

8/2/98 18 06 00 7:12 4.64 2.83 1+ 3.9 Parker 180 4 Y sunward 4

11/2/98 13 09 00 7:03 4.71 1.73 3+ 3.7 south 160 3.7 sunward 6

11/2/98 17 01 00 7:53 4.64 3.00 4+ 4.5 radial 160 4.3 Y 1

18/2/98 02 08 00 6:52 4.82 5.37 7- 6.3 south 100 4.5 Y sunward 4

18/2/98 04 53 00 7:27 4.70 2.20 5+ 3.1 Parker 50 4.5 sunward 1

5/3/98 21 58 00 6:07 4.92 8.00 4- 7.9 Parker 0 8 Y sunward m 1

The majority of crossings lie earthward of the model
magnetopause of Formisano et al. [1979a], shown in Figure 2, with
the bow shock [Formisano, 1979b] shown as a cut at ZGSE=4RE, for
guidance. There are clearly three or four active periods where the
magnetosheath is sampled on consecutive passes, in between more
quiet times where no crossings were observed. Although motional
analysis of the magnetopause can not be performed at this stage, it
is likely that crossings at the extremes of the magnetosheath
intervals correspond most closely to final boundary positions for
ambient conditions. Fewer crossings are sampled for the later
passes and, correspondingly, crossing locations become more
limited to apogee, which is likely to indicate only shallow entries
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into the magnetosheath (unless associated with variable, external
conditions). It is clear, therefore, that orbital extent limits the
observations to mean solar wind conditions at ~10:40 LT and to

increasing solar wind dynamic pressure, typically, for the later
crossings, as we confirm below.
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Figure 2.  An overview of the crossing locations (scatter points). Equator-S orbits for each of the 31 passes corresponding to the
observations (thin, solid traces) are superimposed to better indicate occurrence.  The model bow shock and magnetopause for mean solar
wind conditions are also shown.

3.1. Categorisation with solar wind and local conditions
Table 1 summarises the occurrence and basic properties of the

main crossings for each pass, where we have chosen to list only the
final complete crossing. A number of passes, showing extended
periods in the magnetosheath (of a few to several hours), have been
indicated by two key crossings and the longest excursion into the
magnetosheath (6th January) lists three main crossings. The last
column in the table shows the number of crossings associated with
each main crossing listed. On many of the passes shown in Table 1,
the data contain several crossings, consistent either with apogee
lying close to the mean magnetopause location, or large amplitude
magnetopause motion.

The first columns in the table show date and times, geographic
LT and ZGSE, followed by the ratio of observed to model magnetic
pressure at the magnetopause. This ratio gives an indication of how
locally compressed the magnetosphere is at the time of the
crossing, and KP is also listed to indicate a possibly poor model
field comparison.  In fact, only a few events occurred during

periods of extreme activity (>Kp=5), although several show
intermediate levels. Solar wind key parameter data, at one hour
resolution, obtained predominantly from the WIND spacecraft
[Acuna, et al., 1995, and see references in Russell, 1995b], have
been used to compute the solar wind dynamic pressure from the
plasma density and bulk velocity, and to estimate the likely
direction of the IMF at the crossing times. The IMF direction is
listed to indicate southward or northward BZ, where this is clear in
the WIND data.  Otherwise (true for the majority of crossings)
alignment along the Parker spiral, radial fields, or orientation
perpendicular to the dawn-side bow shock is indicated.  At ~200RE
from the Earth, WIND may not identify individual, small scale
solar wind features reaching the dawn-side magnetosheath, but
should reliably record average conditions, adequate for the purpose
here.

Nevertheless, under the column heading MPshear we have also
indicated the local magnetic shear angle (degrees) between the
magnetospheric and magnetosheath fields. This isn’t unambiguous
either in identifying sub-solar conditions and the likely
magnetopause response, particularly for the dawn-side crossings.
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It is clear, however, that an equal number of high and low shear
angles (the mean shear angle is ~100º) occur throughout the
crossing set and there is no bias to high shear crossings in the data
set.  Many of the crossings which do not correspond to clear IMF
north/south directions do show high local shear, but we choose to
address the discussion below to the character indicated by the IMF,
primarily, rather than to local shear, initially.  This preserves clarity
during comparison to the model magnetopause surface used
[Sibeck et al. 1991], which is parametrised with respect to solar
wind IMF and ram pressure values.
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Figure 3.  The key crossings for each traversal into or out of the
magnetosphere compared to plots of the Sibeck magnetopause
model for the range of solar wind dynamic pressures observed (1.8-
11 nPa), drawn as thick curves representing cuts through the
magnetopause surface at Z=4 RE. The thin curves represent
extremes of IMF-BZ orientation.

The remaining columns summarise the routine analysis
categorising the set of crossings. Firstly, the column headed PMP
lists the predicted solar wind conditions required to fit a model
magnetopause to the observed crossing positions. Anticipating that
the majority of events result predominantly from changing solar
wind ram pressure, we indicate the dynamic pressure (written as
unsigned numeric values in nPa) required to scale the default
pressure surface of Sibeck et al. [1991] to crossing position, noting
the close agreement to observed values of Pram for the majority of
the crossings. For these events, the IMF showed no clear
north/south orientation, suggesting simple pressure scaling of
position occurs and that use of the simple pressure dependant
model surface is valid. The values therefore show that these
crossings are consistent with simple pressure balance response.
Figure 3 shows the crossings in the table in relation to the Sibeck et
al. [1991] model, where the dark curves are cuts for the range of
pressures found (1.8-11 nPa).

Most of the other crossings occurred during low to medium
observed dynamic pressure conditions and were located closer to
the Earth than implied by their Pram values. This group were found
to uniquely fit a magnetopause shape corresponding to a range of
southward orientations of the IMF, consistent with the value of BZ
taken from the WIND observations. Under column PMP, these

cases, and those remaining which occurred during northward-IMF,
are indicated by signed numeric values (representing field
components from -5 to +5 nT) which correspond to the bins of
Sibeck et al. [1991]. Magnetopause cuts for extreme values of
northward and southward IMF are represented by the light curves
in Figure 3: the inner, blunt curve represents a southward IMF
component of -5 nT, the outer represents the +5 nT surface. These
curves are shown to illustrate, at least for this data set, that
comparison between solar wind pressure and IMF effects can be
uniquely made, since only southward IMF conditions produce
closer than expected boundary positions for mean pressure values;
except far into the flanks, and these are the crossings we seek to fit.
One of the few remaining passes, which was located closer to the
earth than implied by the low observed Pram (on the 2nd February, at
8:00 LT), was in fact closely fitted by an extremely northward IMF
bin, consistent with the observed value of BZ (and in fact
confirmed by the local magnetic shear angle). Nevertheless, most
crossings further into the dawn-side are well (and uniquely)
represented by observed, and increasing, dynamic pressure values.

Two passes did correspond to conditions of both medium to
high Pram and strongly southward IMF (20th December and the later
crossing on 4th January), but did not scale with pressure. They
therefore may correspond to particularly unstable conditions, born
out by a contrastingly low value of local magnetic compression. A
similar argument can be made for the remaining high pressure pass
(1st February), which also did not scale with its observed Pram, but
then at ~7:30 LT and with no clear IMF-BZ direction observed
(although the local shear confirms northward conditions).
Moreover, fitting to BZ bins is not clear (it is near the cross over in
the light curves in Figure 2).

Although the above discussion can be confirmed by inspection
of Table 1 and reference to Figure 3, Figure 4 (a) plots Pram against
the fitted pressures (PMP) for all these events.  It is also instructive,
however, to view the trend of the observed Pram and the fitted PMP
against (B/Bm)2.  These values are plotted in the other panels in
Figure 4.  In Figure 4(b), the plot of Pram against (B/Bm)2 shows two
very high values of Pram out of trend: the first corresponds to the
high pressure crossing on the 4th January, mentioned above, and the
second to 8th January, which is well fitted by its Pram value.  Both
occurred during southward conditions, however, so that significant
erosion at the magnetopause during these events may account for
the low apparent magnetic compression. Other than these
crossings, the clearly increasing trend of both parameters supports
the view that the majority of events correspond to stable
magnetopause position, where the local magnetic compression
approximately reflects the ambient measured ram pressure. It is
therefore likely that most excursions into the magnetosheath
remain close to the magnetopause and any boundary layer.  Figure
4(c) in fact shows both the fitted PMP values and the negative
(southward IMF) bins and supports the correspondence of
magnetopause distance (directly related to PMP) to observed solar
wind pressure values. The BZ values also show that all events
occurring under conditions of southward IMF have low magnetic
compression ratios, consistent with erosion.

3.2. Boundary analysis and magnetosheath properties
The remaining columns in Table 1, headed ‘MSH ordering’,

give indications of the character of each traversal into the
magnetosheath, based on boundary normal analysis which has been
routinely carried out on all passes. Boundary normals have been
estimated by minimum variance analysis [Sonnerup and Cahill,
1967] (MVA) and are compared to the model normals for the fitted
surface at each crossing location. The analysis indicates that the
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magnetosheath field is predominantly well ordered tangentially to
the boundary orientation for most passes, suggesting a well
ordered, draped, gross field configuration.
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Figure 4.  (a) Correspondence between the measured Pram and
fitted pressure values (PMP) for crossings occurring during
conditions with no BZ

IMF, (b) Correspondence between (B/Bm)2 and
Pram for all the key crossings, (c) Correspondence between (B/Bm)2

and crossings fitted to PMP and BZ
IMF.

The first column under ‘MSH ordering’ indicates when this
ordering extends over the whole interval (by ‘Y’); identified by
only small (<10º) deviations in the mean angle of the magnetic
field to the minimum variance direction. Since, particularly on the

dawn-side, the expectation is that the magnetosheath field will
deviate from that at the boundary [e.g. Spreiter et al., 1966], this
again suggests that most magnetosheath excursions are shallow and
that the spacecraft typically remains close to the magnetopause.
Most of the calculated normals deviate somewhat from the model
normals, lying sun-ward of the model orientation in nearly all
cases. The second column indicates when the calculated normals
differ by a little more than 20° in orientation.  This occurs for the
majority of the passes, although in context, the variation over the
whole set of crossings is as expected, approximately following the
model boundary surface orientation, which changes over the range
of crossings by more than 60°. It is worth noting here that for the
range of local time covered, the difference in local orientation
between the fitted magnetopause pressure curves and the curve for
the extreme southward bin is never more than a few degrees (as is
apparent in Figure 3).

Thus, the model suggests that the effects of erosion on
magnetopause shape are insufficient to explain the orientations
here and in fact the local magnetic shear appears to show low
values as often as high which are not well correlated with the
deviation of the MVA normals. It is relevant to note, therefore, that
this result for the orientation of the boundary is in contrast to the
close agreement found between crossing location and pressure
scaling of the model boundary for observed solar wind ram
pressure (as well as in relation to the dependence of the model
boundary for observed BZ

IMF at low ram pressure). This gives some
weight to the conclusion that the measured normals consistently
suggest a more flared, or blunter, shape to the magnetopause than
indicated by the Sibeck et al. [1991] model, rather than arising
from poor knowledge of magnetospheric state, poor identification,
or other errors.

Although detailed analysis has not been completed, most
boundary normals within a pass show very little variation from
each other and depend predominantly only on location (LT).
Furthermore, where multiple crossings are observed, particularly
for the long events, there is, rather unexpectedly, no strong
evidence of large local changes in boundary orientation which
would be consistent with boundary waves or pressure ripples.  This
latter result is also consistent with the view that the majority of the
crossings arise predominantly from small fluctuations of the
magnetopause close to the spacecraft, rather than large amplitude
changes from far away.  This result may also be a consequence of
the strong presence of magnetosheath draping in most intervals of
sheath data and ordered, compressional signatures in many of the
long intervals.  Further work is needed to clarify this.

The third column under ‘MSH ordering’ indicates when the
magnetosheath field contained strong, mirror-like, compressional
signatures, over part or all of the interval.  These occurred for 30%
of the passes and often were of extended duration (hours). All but
one correspond to the well ordered (draped) magnetosheath
intervals and most begin immediately adjacent to the
magnetopause crossing. Of particular note are the two innermost
crossings (see Figure 3), for which the solar wind pressure was
highest (8th January and 5th March) and which both exhibited high
magnetic compression at the magnetopause, at high and low
magnetic shear, respectively. Although separated by ~5 hrs LT,
both show intense, short intervals of mirror signatures and both are
associated with density spikes in the WIND data.

4. Discussion and Conclusions
We have used magnetic field data alone to identify and

categorise 131 crossings of the dawn-side magnetopause on 31
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orbits, providing long duration coverage of the magnetosheath
adjacent to the magnetopause from 06:07 to 10:43 LT.  Such
extensive coverage in this region is uncommon. The effect of
orbital extent is increasingly biased to local conditions associated
with intermediate, rather than low, solar wind dynamic pressure,
further into the flank region.  All crossings have been analysed for
their boundary characteristics together with some details of their
boundary and near magnetosheath properties. The occurrence of
the magnetopause encounters are found to compare well to
predicted boundary location, where solar wind conditions (of Pram
and Bz

IMF) are known, accounting to a large degree for variation in
magnetopause location. Magnetopause orientation, however,
although broadly consistent with predicted boundary normals, is
typically sun-ward of these, implying that the dayside
magnetopause is blunter than that predicated by the Sibeck et al.
[1991] model for the known IMF orientations.  It is also possible,
however, that this result implies that a simple magnetopause shape
is not entirely sufficient to describe magnetopause orientation in
this region.  The presence of high local magnetic shear at the
magnetopause in general does not occur sufficiently regularly to
explain this result. Most events yield stable normals and exhibit
good tangential ordering of the magnetosheath field throughout the
intervals, consistent with strong draping and/or proximity to the
magnetopause, with only a few exceptions.

A discussion of individual passes and the detailed analysis of
their characteristics is beyond the scope of this first report.  It is
appropriate, however, to indicate the presence of key phenomena,
as in the previous section. A number of intervals of a few to several
hours, and containing a high number of repeated crossings, were
observed, providing extended coverage of the near-magnetosheath.
A few encounters exhibiting unusually high magnetic pressure
states were also found.  Of particular note are the occurrence of
strong mirror-like signatures in the adjacent magnetosheath during
a significant fraction (~30%) of the encounters for extended
periods.

Although not explicitly shown here, the field models generally
match the set of events more poorly than that shown in Figure 1,
worsening with decreasing local time. Typically, the T87 model
fits the data no worse than the T89 model during conditions of low
to intermediate KP index near the magnetopause, and is often better
for passes located further into the flank region.  Near the dawn-side
tail current sheet, typically, T87 also fits better (then at high Pram),
which is thought to be a result of the form of the tail current sheet
used in T89.  We hope to extend this study with plasma data, where
available, in order to analyse MP motion and pressure balance, for
example.
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